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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Vringo’s roving sanctions motion is a solution in search of a problem.  On May 28, 2015, 

ZTE provided Vringo its voluminous discovery responses pursuant to this Court’s May 14, 2015 

Order.  Immediately thereafter, and without first conferring with ZTE’s counsel, Vringo moved 

this Court to order sanctions on the basis of perceived inadequacies in ZTE’s production.  See 

First Disc. Mot. (Doc. No. 111).
1  In its response, ZTE explained that Vringo’s motion was based 

on incorrect assumptions about ZTE’s discovery responses, something that “would have been 

apparent” to Vringo’s counsel had they simply “raised any of their issues with ZTE’s answers 

before going to the Court.”  See ZTE First Disc. Opp. (Doc. No. 119) at 4.   

 Now, less than a week later, Vringo brings a second motion for sanctions on wholly 

different grounds—again without any attempt to raise these new grounds with ZTE.   Shifting 

away from its prior argument that ZTE refused to answer interrogatories (presumably in view of 

ZTE’s response), Vringo now seeks sanctions on the new (and novel) theory that the 1,500-plus 

pages of documents ZTE produced—which, as Vringo’s own motion demonstrates, respond 

precisely to Vringo’s requests—somehow “appear[] to demonstrate that ZTE’s interrogatory 

responses and document production are incomplete.”  Second Disc. Mot. (Doc. No. 125) at 1.  

Vringo’s seriatim motions provide no basis for the relief it requests, and are a palpably improper 

use of this Court’s resources as a substitute for a constructive approach to the parties’ mutual 

discovery obligations.  

 Vringo also reiterates its prior request that “ZTE’s document production should also be 

de-designated,” Second Disc. Mot. at 1—presumably referring to ZTE’s entire production.  ZTE 

believes that de-designation is unwarranted, for the reasons set forth in its prior response.  

Additionally, as explained below, Vringo’s second request to de-designate mischaracterizes the 

contents of ZTE’s production.   

 
 

1 All references to the docket are to Civ. Action No. 14-cv-4988 (LAK). 
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B. The Relief Vringo Requests on the Basis of What ZTE’s Voluminous 
Production “Appears to Demonstrate” Is Inappropriate   

Having received over 1,500 pages of materials that respond directly to Vringo’s 

discovery requests addressed in the Court’s May 14 Order, Vringo can no longer seriously 

contend that ZTE has not provided the information that it claimed only one week earlier was 

missing.  Instead, Vringo now shifts to arguing that ZTE should be sanctioned because its 

document production “appears to demonstrate” that the information provided was “incomplete.”  

Second Disc. Mot. at 2.  As evidence that certain information was not provided in discovery, 

Vringo points to the very materials it received from ZTE.
3  ZTE submits that the extensive 

information received by Vringo in discovery—which Vringo selectively summarizes for the 

Court—demonstrates only that that information was provided, not that it was missing.     

 In addition, Vringo’s motion is suffused with incorrect statements and false assumptions 

regarding ZTE’s production, all of which could easily have been resolved if Vringo simply 

reached out to ZTE’s counsel rather than immediately rushing to file a sanction motion.  Thus, 

Vringo argues that “the metadata appears to have been stripped from all documents that ZTE 

produced.”   Second Disc. Mot. at 1; id. at 2.  In fact, the documents in ZTE’s production 

contained the identical metadata fields as the documents Vringo has produced in this matter to 

date.  Yet Vringo never indicated to ZTE before filing its motion that it wished to modify the 

3 For example, Vringo points to a reference to  as 
“contrary to ZTE’s recent claims that ‘ZTE has provided every piece of information that 
Vringo claims is missing.’”  Second Disc. Mot. at 2 (quoting ZTE First Disc. Opp. at 4)).  
But this confirms rather than contradicts ZTE’s statement, as the very information on 
which Vringo relies was provided by ZTE to Vringo in discovery.   
 
To the extent Vringo seeks sanctions because this information was not provided 
specifically in the responses to interrogatories, as noted in ZTE’s prior opposition brief, 
both parties’ interrogatory responses contain the exact same level of detail.  ZTE First 
Disc. Opp. at 4 & n. 3.  There is no basis to sanction one party but not the other for 
identical conduct. 

3 
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parties’ production protocol.  Similarly, Vringo alleges that ZTE has not provided  

  Id. at 2 (emphasis removed).  

Again, had Vringo contacted ZTE’s counsel before moving for sanctions, it would have learned 

why this is the case: 
4
 

 Finally, Vringo sets forth several categories of documents and information that it “has a 

good faith basis to believe” are out there.  Certain of these categories concern events that 

occurred after the date of ZTE’s allegedly-deficient production.  Second Disc. Mot. at 3  

.  Nevertheless, Vringo asks that “both 

ZTE and its counsel . . . provide written verifications under oath to the effect that no such 

documents or information exist.”  Mot. at 4 (emphasis added).  ZTE respectfully submits that it  

cannot, and should not be required to, make an absolute statement regarding the non-existence of 

any additional responsive materials up through and including the present day.  Rather, ZTE can 

represent that it complied with its discovery obligations under the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure by undertaking a reasonable inquiry and document search and providing to Vringo all 

responsive, non-privileged information that resulted from that inquiry and search.  See Fed. R. 

Civ. P. 26(g)(1).  In addition, ZTE is looking into the additional categories of documents raised 

by Vringo in its motion—which Vringo, again, never raised with ZTE—and will timely 

supplement any responsive, non-privileged materials about which it learns.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 

26(e)(1).  ZTE should not be required to make verifications that are nowhere contemplated in the 

discovery rules, and its voluminous, indisputably responsive discovery responses to date do not 

rise anywhere near the level of sanctionable conduct.  Accordingly, Vringo’s motion should be 

denied. 

 

 

4 Vringo will also have an opportunity to address these issues in depositions.  ZTE is 
prepared to submit declarations covering the points raised in this motion upon the Court’s 
request. 
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Dated: New York, NY 
 June 10, 2015 
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REDACTED IN ITS ENTIRETY 
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